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STEEL TUBE FUSELAGES Factors for Economy in Fabrication and Assembly articularly adapted to the mass production of the smaller types P of commercial and military aircraft



is the welded steel tube type of fuselage. This form of construction permits fabricating the fuselage, the basic structural element of the airplane, in simple, accessible jigs, and makes it possible to apply the fuselage skin or covering as the last step in the assembly of the airplane. Local concentrations of work in the assembly line are avoided, thus eliminating one of the major problems of mass production, which must be predicated upon a smooth flow of work being applied to the airplane as it passes through the various stages of fabrication and assembly.



The purely abstract considerations involved in the design of welded steel tube structures are identical to those common to other phases of structural



engineering. The stress analysis methods applicable to steel tube fuselages are but modifications of the established procedure used for analyzing bridge trusses and similar structures. After the directions and magnitudes of the loads involved are known, and the required margins of safety established, the determination of tube sizes and joint requirements become comparatively simple matters. The tubes can be joined by welding with either



the electric arc or gas. The process differs from other applications of welding only in that greater skill is required in working with thin tube gages to maintain required accuracy in alignment. When laying out a welded steel tube fuselage it is of prime importance that the designer have a practical knowledge of all the factors affecting the economical production of



the structure. These factors begin to



influence the layout of the basic structure at the time when it is simply a geometrical concept of lines and points, and continue to shape the design throughout to the determination of major attachment fittings, selection of the method of covering the tube structure, and finally of detail fittings and attachment points required for controls and equipment. If these factors are neglected anywhere in the progress of the design, beginning with the geometric layout of the basic structure and concluding with the design of the last attachment fitting, the fundamental economy of welded steel tube structures will be sacrificed. In the design of a welded steel tube fuselage the first step is the determination of the fuselage form to be used. The basic fuselage structure SPORT AVIATION
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may consist of two main forms: the all-steel-tube structure wherein the complete primary structure is a



welded steel tube truss, or the socalled "composite" structure made by joining together a welded steel tube forward portion which includes the cockpits, and an aluminum-alloy semi-monocoque aft structure. Some designers favor the all-steeltube design, believing that a single fabrication process throughout for the basic structure facilitates ^production by simplifying tooling, minimizing the factory equipment required, and eliminating the fittings necessary for attachments of the semi-monocoque section. This form is also desirable because access panels extending the full length of the fuselage are removable thus providing ample room for installation operations during the airplane assembly. The panels can also be removed for inspection and service. Another group of designers believe that complete access to the extreme aft portion of the fuselage is rarely required. This group prefers the composite type in order to take advantage of its lighter weight, higher rate of production in factories having facilities for sheet metal construction, and the economy gained by eliminating the necessity of fairing side panels and their supports to the aft portion of the fuselage. Regardless of the type selected, however, there are certain factors involving the basic geometry of the tube structure layout which must not Pober Sport 28
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be neglected if economical production is to be achieved. Consider the all-steel-tube structure first. Because of the need for cockpit spaces, landing gear and lower wing attachment points, the four longeron type structure is almost always used. The four longeron tube type of structure inherently provides the designer with a choice of any two of the four sides as major sub-assemblies of both the fore and aft sections. The practice of dividing the structure into fore and aft sections (to be later joined by welding) is universally followed, partly for production breakdown reasons and also to save weight by reducing tube sizes in the rear section. In cabin type airplanes it is also necessary to build an irregularly shaped front section because of passenger compartment space requirements, with the result that the structure is divided aft of the cabin to permit economical weight distribution, and to simplify tooling, as well as to facilitate final alignment of the tube structure. Naturally, they include two longe-



rons and the tubes connecting same, a choice must be made to build either the top and bottom frames or the side frames, as sub-assemblies. The forward section bottom frame is usually well braced and may be depended upon to hold its shape and resist distortion through the major assembly. The top frame, however, is usually poorly adapted to retaining its shape as a sub-assembly panel, because of the necessity of providing clear unobstructed bays for cockpits in open cockpit airplanes. At the



open bays deflection of the frame may occur after removal of the frame from the sub-assembly jig.



After a consideration of these factors it is logical to design the side frames as sub-assemblies, consisting of the upper and lower longerons, inter-connecting tubes and fittings. A further advantage is obtained in that the sides are usually symmetrically braced so that welding distortion and shrinkage are practically the same for both sides when consistent welding procedures are followed. With



proper guidance and indexing the side frames, being well braced, may



be depended upon to determine accurately the final structure assembly, thus eliminating the need of an elaborate final assembly jig. The choice of sub-assembly frames to form the aft section, however, may be the top and bottom frames rather than the side frames. The decision depends largely upon the type and location of empennage and tail-wheel attachment fittings. In any event, the



rigidity of any side of the aft section is usually sufficient to maintain its shape and permit sub-assembly frame fabrication. The Pratt truss is shown in all of the fuselage layouts illustrated in this article as this type of truss offers the advantages of normal vertical lines to work from during drafting and tooling layout. However, the Warren truss will usually consist of fewer tubes, and for this reason may be lighter for a given fuselage size. The type of truss used will actually depend upon the required attachment points as governed by factors extraneous to the tube geometry, such as placement of the wing to obtain the correct airplane balance.



Geometry of All-Steel Tube Fuselages In the line drawings of tube layouts in Figs. 1 to 6 are shown logical development of the geometry of an all-steeltube fuselage design. The sequence of these figures is based upon the design's desirability from the standpoints of fabrication and tooling, beginning with Fig. 1 as tht most desirable. All illustrations are for a fuselage suitable for a two-place, tandem, open-cockpit airplane, but the ^ .-Station cross tube K • Forward section \ Braces in these cockpit bays in bottom pane/on/y,-



principles discussed are applicable to all types and therefore detail treatment of the cabin-type airplane has been omitted purposely. Note that in all designs the object is to accomplish the same result, namely to retain all frames in true flat planes whenever possible especially the side frame. All-steel-tube structure that is
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ideally adapted for economical mass production. From the plan view in Fig. 1, it can be seen that both the upper and the lower longerons of the forward section are perfectly straight in all planes, and are also parallel to and equidistant from the centerline of the airplane for the entire length of this section. The upper and lower longerons of the aft section lie in vertical planes, with the bend in the longerons at a position adjacent to the welded junction of the forward and aft sections. All longerons are straight lines excepting where the bends occur at the junction just forward of the splice. Also note that these bends are at the same station in both the plan view and the side elevation, and because of this fact the necessary tooling and production operations connected with this fuselage can be readily accomplished. SPORT A V I A T I O N
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Upper longerons in the side elevation, Fig. 2, are straight and parallel to centerline of thrust. In the lower longerons one bend is at the same station as the bend in the plan view, another bend is at an intermediate station further forward. If possible, one section of the forward lower longerons should be parallel to the centerline of thrust. In the plan view longerons are straight, equidistant from and also parallel to the airplane's centerline. Upper and lower longerons of aft section lie in a vertical plane. All longerons with the exception of the lower forward are straight between junction points. All of the side frames are in one plane.



Fuselage in which the upper and the lower longerons are straight in the plan view of the front section, shown in Fig. 3, with the exception of the one bend at the station forward of the junction of the forward and the aft sections. The aft portions of the forward longerons falls on a straight line with the aft section longerons. The front and the rear sections have vertical sides. In the side elevation the upper longerons are perfectly straight for the length of the fuselage. They are also parallel to the centerline of the thrust. One bend is made in the lower longerons, it is located at the same station at which the bend occurs in the plan view.
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